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This laboratory work was conducted to design
a system for stabilizing arid controlling the fre-
quency of a 2K25 klystron • A functional schematic
diagram of the system is presented in Figure 1. If
the electrical lengths shown by the dotted and full
lines of Figure 1 are made equal, t:-e system will be
broad-band in frequency • This broad-band feature was
considered to be the primary feature fimmnHm the
system.
Stabilization and control of the oscillator
over a 30 mcps range with fixed .mechanical tuning was
achieved, however, the broad-band nature of the
stabilization system was not realized in operation.
The amplifier output modulates the oscillator
rial at Crystal A in Figure 1.. The r-sideband
is passed t h the cavity and mixed with the
oscillator signal at Crystal E for detection. The
lo^er-sideband must be suppressed to prevent its
travelling through the waveguide path which does not
include the cavity, to Crystal B for detection. wo
waveguide assemblies were devised to ace ish this




Developments of the resultant system of this
laboratory work that may be profitable are:
a) Using a reflection type cavity and both
side-bands as in the Pound-Zaffarano
method of stabilization,
b) Use the conversion of cavity phase-shift
to amplifier frequency-shift in measure-
ments.
c) Improve the waveguide assemblies of this
thesis to suppress the unwanted sideband.






A - A Statement of the Problem
This research was undertaken to determine the
feasibility of a su. posted system for stabilizing and
controlling the frequency of a microwave oscillator,
namely the 8X28 klystron. The system to be studied
may be represented by the block diagram, Figure I.
Assume that the electrical lengths, shown by
the full and dotted lines from the oscillator to crys-
tal B, are equal; then I lase fronts arriving at
crystal B via the two different paths will be the same*
Again, assume that some 30 mcps noise in the amplifier
amplitude-modulates the microwave energy incident upon
crystal A. If the cavity is tuned to one of the side-
bands, the sideband will pass through to crystal
Here, the carrier and one sideband will recombine to
be detected and to provide a 30 mcps input to the am-
plifier* The zero phase condition for this closed
loop requires that if the sideband suffers a phase
shift in the cavity, then the amplifier must move
away from its center frequency a sufficient amount













B/ocK Diagram of Proposed System

Lth the discriminator adjusted to the mid-
frequency of the amplifier, a discriminator output
will appear whenever the amplifier is forced from
its center frequency as described above* Thus, a
correction voltage is available and may be applied
to the refloctor of the 2K25 tube. With the klystron
oscillator locked in with the system, tuning the c
ity will force the oscillator to track. A frequency-
controlled, stabilized oscillator, then, nay be
realized by this system.
3 - Pertinent Previous Work
problem of stabilizing the microwave os-
cillator is of importance in the field of communica-
tion* and i .r applications. R. Dickenson in
1944 developed a stabilization system for a pulsed
liagnetron. li. V. Pound, working with C.W, oscil-
lators, subsequently male the most important
contributions in this field to date, and his
stabilization systems will be briefly discussed.
g
The first system " to be developed by Pound
is represented schematically in Figure £• The out
4
of a microwave discriminator is amplified in .





reflex klystron to correct t he oscillator's frequency
to the cavity frequency. This method may be used with
the 2K25 or 2R45 klystron and offers single adjustment
control over a 10$ frequency band with the latter
tube. The two disadvantagss of the system are:
a) High crystal noise level at audio fre-
quencies which are in tie pass band of the
D.C. mplifier.
b) D.C. Amplifier drift.
The microwave discriminator referred to above
operates as follows. The energy into the lower
Magic Tee, see Figure 2, splits between arms 1 and 5.
The energy into arm 1 splits at the upper Wagic Tee
between arms 1 and 3. Now, the electrical length of
arm 1 between the Tee junction and the cavity cou-
pling iris is A g/8 greater than the length of arm
3 between the I junction and the terminating short.
The microwave discriminator functions as a bridge
which compares the reflection from the short circuit
with that from the resonator. The difference in
the outputs, after reflection, of arms 2 and 4 of
the upper fcagic Toe is of the form of the conven-
tional discriminator curve, Figure 5.
3The second method ' employed by Pound is
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the two chief disadvantages of the first system.
Crystal A presents a matched termination. The cav-
ity reflects incident energy to crystal B. Eere f
the r.f. energy is nodulated at 30 meps, and the two
sidebands developed are reflected. Part of this re-
flected sideband energy is mixed with the r.f.
energy enroute directly uo crystal A, which demod-
ulates this amplitude modulated signal. Tht phase
angle of the sidebands relative to the r.f. energy
going directly oo crystal A is a function of guide
lengths from the Magic Tee to the cavity and crystal
B and of the reflection coefficient of the cavity.
Let the r.f. line length be set to make this phase
difference zero for a pure real cavity reflection
coefficient which exists when the cavity and os-
cillator are at the same frequency. Then the r»hase
difference will have a sign corresponding to the
sign of the quantity, cavity frequency minus oscil-
lator frequency, when a frequency difference between
the cavity and oscillator exists. This sign is
preserved in the H lock-in-mixer lf whose output










P. P. Zaffarano materially improved the
performance of Pound f 8 3eeond system by interchanging
the functions of crystals 1 and B. This change inter-
preted in terms of Figure 3 would mean connecting the
I. „ Oscillator to Crystal I of the Figure and con-
necting tho input to the I. , plifier to Crystal
B. Then the electrical lengths, attenuator to cav-
ity to Crystal B and attenuator to Crystal A to
Crystal B, may be made equal, Thi^ increased
the frequency ran^e, increased the sensitivity, and




First, let us consider analytically the system
to be developed, as shewn la ^e 1. Figures 4 and
©present respectively the phase characteristic
of a parallel resonant circuit i litude re-
5 6
sponse of a Fcster-f <;eley * discriminator.
ED » The discriminator output voltage s K^ i^umD"^ )
where 'f the mid-band frequency of the
amplifier and discriminator,
f The instantaneous frequency of the i.f
.
signal through the amplifier.
A = Reflector Voltage Change = ED + 6
where the voltage change occurs about t
mode-center voltage and £ is an error voltage.
A f,„ Klystron frequency Change = -K A
which assumes that A f is a linear
function for incremental changes in the
reflector voltage.




where fQ cavity midband frequency and f^^
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Phase angle interposed by a "ier A (fQ—f^p)
The sum of these t i t se angles must be equal zero
so that they may be equated:
1. C If' — (f If $1 * A(f —fj
L osc amp^J
o amp'
Let f-,. = the moie center frequency which has
been choser "he c? .sncy of opera-
tion whon
ZV a 0, !••*, f, | frequency.
Let fa fc-f /"(-) when cavity tuned to")
[ per sideband /
Now f
rj «
=f A fv = f If - K Aosc B CO o
2. f f tf - |L ("^(f^ - f rt ) + £~1•• osc co old* amp o' J
Solve equations 1. and 2. for f^p • Then equate
these and solve for fosc « The result is:
For upper sidoband
f - f . - SU£
For lov;or sideband - -
osc k
1+ hM












Kac vxXf ^) i # the frequency error apper
- C
sideband = - -£— U-C)
K C
If .P.. 3- >> 1, the frequency error using the lower
C
sideband = - _JL— (a+C)
iC
The mathematics indicate that use of the upper side-
band would lend to greater frequency stability, lo
stability observations were made so that this con-
clusion was not verified in the laboratory work. It
may also be concluded that K, should be as large as
practicable* For the upper sideband case, A should
equal C; for the lower sideband case, C should be as
large as possible and A as small as possible.
It was decided to a proximate the condition
that A = C in constructing the amplifier • SC
was selected as the center frequency, and the ampli-
Qfier was built accordin, to the design, vgure 6«
To design the first four il of the ampli-
fier to make A = C, the following procedure was
employed.
A loaded cavity Q of 7000 wa ad at 9000
meps . If the a -proximo t ion formula for the phase
arifle of a resonani. circuit is used, the Q of each
«-
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n * 4 stages
,3
With the cAK5 capaciti % 9 a load resistor of 2.9K
satisfies this condition, the gain per stage will
then be 14.
The RCA Sweep Generator was used in lining up
the six st^ce amplifier. t step in the pro-
cedure was to line up each stage individually. This
was a lished by applying the sweep generator
input to the grid of one tube; trie plate circuit of
this same tube was then adjusted to 30 meps center
frequency by observing the output of the following
tube (used as a buffer 1 a oscilloscope.
Subsequently, Lhe overall amplifier response
was viewed on tne oscilloscope. .1 the individual
I were tuned in sequence three to rour times
until as each stag* was tuned e of the
center frequency, the peak of the response curve
/••






•d with it* 3 . folio motion indicated
physically the stage beir .<ied was resonating
at the center frequency, and furthermore that the
other js wer ved on the desired frequency
because the s^ .etely controlled,
v/ithin llMitftj bht center frequency o _re
amplifier.
The center frequency of the amplifier was ad-
justed bo 28 .8 mcps, "because b center frequency
e th<: . symmetrical overall response. It was
noted that this center frequency of the response
curve varied slightly with gain setting, and tended
to increase from 28.6 mcps for a gain of 1500 to 28.8
mcps for a gain of 10,000. This observed frequency
nge is opposite to that which • ould be expected
because the input capacitance of the two stages of
variable gain would be expected to increase with
gain, thus lowering the resonant frequencies of the
circuits comprising the above capacitances.
iitude response of the amplifier was
measured using the signal tor GR806-A61 and
the Hewlett Packard Voltmeter 410-A. This is plotted
in Figure 7, together with a computed phase character-
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A cathode driven discriminator was constructed,
see Figure 8. The response of the discriminator to
a 1 volt input is plotted versus frequency in Figure
9. Because of lack of time, the coupling between the
primary and secondary of the discriminator was not
adjusted to optimize the amplifier and discriminator
bandwidth relationship for steepest slope, i.e.
greatest K^ # However, the discriminator response,
Figure 9, is that of the second discriminator con-
structed. The bandwidth of the first discriminator
was too narrow because the coupling between the pri-
mary and secondary was too small. Vith greater
coupling, the discriminator bandwidth for linear
response war. 2 megacycles* This compares well with
the amplifier which is 2 megacycles between 6 db
points •
Before considering the design of the X-band
wave guide assembly, it would be well to point out
the most difficult aspect, the suppression of the
si-ieband which is not transmitted by the cavity.
This unwanted sideband is a spurious signal; the
writer could not reduce It more than 8db below trie
el of the desired sideband at the detector crystal
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A second point to stress is that an important
aim of this work was to achieve a broad-band system.
(The system is inherently broad-band if the two
electrical lengths shown in Figure 1 are equal.)
Therefore, the use of matching sections was avoided.
The wave guide components used are listed below
in Table I with their identifying numbers. The mea-
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To understand the drawings of wave guide
assemblies, it must be remembered that the designat-
ing letters of Table I are used tc identify wave
lie component s
.
Figure 9-A represents the original wave guide
assembly tested* The electrical length to Crystal E
shown by the full line was carefully measured in the
following manner. Crystal A with holder and the cav-
ity were replaced by matched loads. Crystal B and
holder were replaced by a SWR probe assembly termi-
nated in a short. At a known oscillator frequency,
f x , the location of a particular minimum was mea-
sured and recorded, fhmn the probe was shifted to
the next minimum nearer the source; as the oscillator
frequency was decreased, this minimum was tracked
until it reached the original recorded position. The
new frequency, fa , was measured. The following equa-
tions hold:
lectrical length n Ag x , at £ L
Electrical length (n - 1) A
g
a at fa
Solution may be made for n since A gj, , a I A g8
may be computed. The electrical length is then
known and equaled 59.43 cm. versus 40.9 cm. measured
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A similar technique a plied to the dashed path
of Figure 9-A would be very difficult because:
a) A stabilized source would be needed because
of the high Q cavity,
b) Crystal A would have to reflect considerable
unmodulated energy.
For these reasons, it was decided to avoid this mea-
surement at this particular point because it would be
too costly in time. Rather, a phase shifter, D, was
inserted between the Magic Tee and H-l. This addi-
tion would permit closing the loop between Crystals
A and B with the amplifier immediately; and if this
step was successful, the by-passed measurement could
then be made.
It should be emphasized that to broadband the
system the two paths of Figure 9-A must be equal.
But this equality must be interpreted having in mind
the fact that a major portion of the dashed path of
Figure 9-A will be at a frequency 30 mc Ljs greater
than the oscillator frequency, since the upper side-
band is to be used.










8500 mops 5*5623 cm
8530 mcps 5.5043 cm
9000 mcps 4.3701 cm
9030 mcps 4.3359 cm
9500 mcps 4.3669 cm
9530 jticps 4.3407 cm
Phase Difference For A











The above tabulation covering the ie signed band of
the 2K25 klystron points out that a material dif-
ference exists but that this difference is practi-
cally constant. Therefore, if the difference is
accounted for in equating tht two paths at any
frequency, the equality will hold over the klystron
tunin g range •
§n the loop was completed, a normal discrim-
inator output curve was observed for very low ampli-
fier gain settings* The observations wer made by
tuning the cavity and reading a voltmeter across the
discriminator output terminals with tne klystron




above 1500, an erratic voltage output from the dis-
criminator existed indiecrimin;- te of the cavity tuni
The suspected cause of this performance was
that a sideband, probably the lo*-er though possibly
both, viixt being reflected by the cavity and was tra-
versing the path shown by the full line in Figure 9-A
from the Magic Tee to Crystal B.
The transmission cavity if\ use, Model I X-
a, ?tas a matched cavity in one direction. ( ed
in the waveguide a^yembly, Figure 9-A, the large en-
trance iris was connected to arm 4 of the Magic Tee.
Although this cavity had a tuning range of only 200
mcps from 9000 to 9200 mcps, it v-as the only matched
moiel availar le to the writer and consequently re-
stricted the frequency range in all tests. It
felt that cavity cost precluded any experimental work
in broadbanding Model 1527TFX-13QA which covers the
complete 2K25 frequency range •) Using a Pound sta-
bilized oscillator and Spectrum Analyzer, the &«V«ft«
of the cavity Model 1509TF,X-26GA was measured at 9000
mcps and equalled £.4S. Similarly, the B«W #R« of the
broad-band, unmatched cavity, Model 1527TFX-18C
was 4.5. Even the matched cavity reflects some 20#








desired upper sideband in operation, a loss of 1 db
in transmission. However, the reflected signal is
only 6 db down from the transmitted signal and will
cause a spurious signal to appear if able to reach
the detector crystal without beinrr attenuated.
The first wave guide assembly successfully
used is illustrated in Figure 10. The two Magic Toes
were used to ess the unwsi ideband. However,
cider arm 4 of the input Magic Tee, Figure 11,
terminated in the cavity (not at r.f. frequency) and
arm 2 in a matched load. If r.f. energy is fed in
arm 3 to a matched load in r.rm 1, the attenuation is
only 8db as measured by a spectrum analyzer, again,
if both arms 4 and 2 are mstched, the atter nation in
the previous case increases to only £0db • Both ob-
servations were made at 9000 mc
The two attenuators were included in the wave
guide assembly to assist in suppressing the- unwanted
signal. But these represent a compromise, tit best,
because C-2 attenuates the desired sideband and C-l
attenuates the carrier. Best results were obtained
when C-2 was set on zero. tola case, C ?.r
the attenuation of the desired sideband versus tht
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It is apparent that lOdb of attenuation must be
inserted in C-l to bring the undesiredsideband 8db
below the desired. This is the optimum figure arrived
at by experimental observation.
The reflector of the 2K25 klystron was swept by
a 60 cycle voltage, and the output of the discriminator
was observed on a cathode ray oscilloscope, see Figure
12. This output, though of varying amplitude with
frequency, was observed over a cavity tuning rang© of
70 mcps, which was 35 mcps each side of the center of
the mode, in which ranga sufficient oscillator power
was available. If the gain setting of the 30 mcps
amplifier wat increased, spurious signals began to
appear on the oscilloscope screen.
This above oscillator power limitation over
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klystron about a fixed cavity frequency • The dis-
criminator curve appeared, maximized, :. ~:^:;ypeared
on the screen over & 70 Mftpi raj
sciila tor was s I . ^zed with the equip-
men t oncer discuss ion anJ forced to track over a
ran^e of 50 mcps with fixed klystron tuning. The
in
tracking/frequency was observed en a spectru lyzer
3 second wave guide assembly to be used em-*
:<yed two Magic Tees and a directional coupler,
Figure . . - directional couplers with
couplings of 10, 20, BO db were tested in the cir-
cuit, greatest t. ith was obtained using the
iplerj the discriminator output curve was
visible on the oscilloscope scr r 100 meps cav-
ity tuning ran o, hi improvement of
Lack of time prevented ft complete study of
s sec yet em from being made. In neither the
first nor t; ocond system was an attempt made to equal-
ize the rical lengths of ihm* The
basic reason for avoiding this proble to d evote
mora time to design, construction and study of wave









:; road-band system, then, wat not constructed.
However, once a wave guide assembly is built which
will control the klystron with fixed icechanical tuning
over a range of 150 incps, the broad-banding problem
may be easily handled as previously discussed.





A suitable wave guide configuration that would
be able to take full advantage of this stabilization
system was not achieved. Probably, the basic reason
for this failure is that the wave guide assemblies
used were too elaborate, since each element presented
some mismatch which would make sup press ion of the
undesired sideband more difficult. The wise direc-
tion for future efforts with this stabilization sys-
tem would be to simplify the wave guide assembly.
It is believed that this system is by nature
as frequency stable as the Pound system with modi-
fications by Zaffarano. Though a moot point, the
slope of the discriminator curve which is a measure
of the stability of the system is a function of loop
gain. Certainly, there is no physical reason appar-
ent to the writer that would restrict this system's
discriminator slope to less than that of the Pound
system.
Before concluding this oblique comparison of
the two systems, it would be w;ll to point out th
the reflection cavity used in the Pound system will
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cavity used In the system under discussion. This
point favors the Pound system in a measure
•
Suggestions for Future flork
If thu wave guide configuration of Figure 14
is employed, thii differential no longer holds.
This assembly was tested by the writer and was found
to operate satisfactorily. No attempt was made to
equalize the two electrical lengths shown by dotted
and full lines; if were equalized, the perform-
ance of the system should match that of the Pound
system in stability and band-width. The chief dif-
ference between the Pound and this stabilizing
scheme is that a Foiter-Seeley discriminator is sub-
stituted for the I.F. Oscillator and "lock-in-mixerM .
ather this substitution would be to advantage would
be the subject of investigation.
A second suggestion for further work develops
ii the characteristic of the system which converts
a cavity phase shift at 9000 mcps to a frequency
differential at 50 mcps. If the phase-shift character-
istic with frequency of the 30 mcps Amplifier were
accurately kno?n (measuring a;,;:.ratus is available
.. *T.) then by measuring the frequency of the I
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which are not necessarily the same) the phase shift
caused by the cavity would be known because it equals
in magnitude the amplifier phase shift. This conver-
sion of phase change to frequency change, then, of
J
an interest. tudy in the field of measurements •
A third suggestion for further work is that,
when a better wave guide assembly is perfected, the
method be embraced in a frequency modulation system.
In line with this suggestion, second method of
suppressing the cavity reflections upon arrival at
the detector crystal will be briefly examined. That
is to have the reflections arrive 180° f phase
for completing the amplifier-loop zero-phase re-
quirements.
To broad-band this method of suppression, one
solution is to have the carrier signal and the un-
desirod sideband travel the same path. If this path
length between the t^o crystals was sufficiently
long, the differences shown In Table II would become
sufficiently large. And so would the path length
127 inches long for 180° phase difference.
A reasonably broad-band could be arrived at
by adjusting the lengths betv ,e input Magic Tee
junction of 'ijure 10 an crystal In arm 1 and
the cavity in in 4 so that a 130° phase shift Is
dm •**













Introduced between the carrier goln.v; directly into
arm 3 and the sidebands into ana 3 after re-
flection from the cavity. The overall path differ-
ence for the two signals could be Agifcj this small
difference would not be too frequency sensitive over
a 300 meps band.
A second broad-band solution employing this
method is also possible* The 180° phase shift may
be introduced by an I plane Tee Junction, as foimed
by arms 1, 2, and 3 of c Tee, i are 11,
nee the lower sideband will require a longer
path length than the carrier which traverses its
normal path, Figure 10, this difference meg be made
up in the crystal and cavity spacings from the Tee
junction,
fourth s n for future work is to
develop mathematically the r< nship that should
exist between the bandwidths of an amplifier and its
discriminator to achieve the greatest slope in the
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